New Dates!
VIRTUAL CONFERENCE

August 31–
September 2, 2021

PARTNERSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES

Rising to
the
challenge

CBIC is continuing the trend and will be hosting a virtual conference
again for 2021 from August 31st – September 2nd. The primary goal
of the conference is for the Canadian beef industry to connect, learn,
and support one another. This event will be offered at a discounted
virtual price as an online tool for the entire industry. As a part of the
connectivity pillar in the National Beef Strategy, CBIC wants to continue
to offer an opportunity for the industry to come together.

GOLDEN GRIZZLY SOLD

Sponsor (Max 1) • Presenting Sponsor of the 2020 Virtual Conference
Cost $30,000 +GST
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

One (1) Keynote speaker address/presentation by the sponsor to be coordinated
with CBIC in a 40-60 minute allotted slot on Thursday, August 13th
Logo to accompany all creative, ads and social promotion of the virtual conference
as represented as “Presented by” or agreed terminology between sponsor and CBIC
Banner advertisement on CBIC website for 3 months
One (1) break session feature which could showcase a video, speaker, promotion in
an allotted 10-15 minute time slot
Exclusive event with presenting sponsor (ex. Breakfast with Champions – an invite
only exclusive event to brainstorm and equip attendees and industry experts with
the knowledge and tools for a path forward)
Official sponsor of codes for producers to attend for free
Frequent mentions from emcees throughout the virtual conference

SILVER GUITAR

SOLD

Sponsor (Max 1) • Cost: $25,000 +GST
As a “Silver Guitar” level sponsor, your company will receive:
• One (1) course feature presentation by the sponsor to be coordinated with CBIC in a
minimum 1 hour timeslot
• Box advertisement on CBIC website for 3 months
• One (1) break session feature which could showcase a video, speaker, promotion in
an allotted 10-15 minute time slot
• Exclusive evening hosting one (1) networking event on an evening with proceeds
going to charity (ex. Poker night)
• Sponsor of the CBIC Economic Update on the third day of the conference
» Welcome and introduction to the speaker series
» Promotion of event through social media and eblasts with branding
• Frequent mentions from emcees throughout the virtual conference
• Code for producers to attend for free
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BRONZE

Sponsor (Max 3) • Cost: $10,000 +GST • Please note extra benefits/coverage
will be added depending on level agreed to
Option 1 – Speaker/Panel Or Course Session Sponsorship (max 3): 2 SOLD
• One (1) session sponsorship with an opportunity for an introduction/presentation
in the 15 minutes break prior to the sponsored session
» The session will be recorded and available to share
through the CBIC YouTube channel
» Session promotion following the event
• Promotion of individual session with sponsor branding through website, social
media and eblast
• One (1) box advertisement on the CBIC website for three (3) months
Option 2 – Eblast And Prize Sponsor (Max 2) SOLD
• 1 prize offer from sponsor to attendees through social platforms and eblasts
» Sponsor will provide a prize
» Minimum of eight (8) social posts promoting prize
and to sign-up for the free conference
» Minimum of four (4) eblasts with major promotion of the prize item
» Presentation of winner during the final break of the virtual conference by sponsor
Option 3 – Youth/4-H Spotlight (Max 1)
• Social media/website competition run through either CBIC or sponsor website
nominating influential youth in the industry
• Top three will be recognized at the virtual CBIC and prize to be agreed upon by
CBIC and sponsor (in-kind)
• Promotion through social media and e-blast
Option 4 – Cook Together (Max 1) SOLD
• Learn to cook with a professional chef with a featured evening event for attendees
and a Facebook Live
• Create a virtual event to coordinate Sponsor can host and promote attendees to
support local business
• Shared via CBIC social platforms, website and eblast
• One (1) rotating box ad for a minimum of two (2) months
• Virtual twitter party (6-8 questions) post of picture of cheers etc. – win X amount
for grocery money
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HOT IRON PLUS

Sponsor (Max 4) • Feature Sponsor
Cost: 2 at $7,000 +GST, 2 at $5,000 +GST
Option 1 – SPEAKER/PANEL OR COURSE SESSION SPONSORSHIP (max 3) SOLD 2
• One (1) session sponsorship with an opportunity for an introduction/presentation
in the 15 minutes break prior to the sponsored session
» The session will be recorded and available to share
through the CBIC YouTube channel
» Session promotion following the event
• Promotion of individual session with sponsor branding through website, social
media and eblast
• One (1) box advertisement on the CBIC website for three (3) months
Option 2 – EBLAST AND PRIZE SPONSOR (max 2)
• 1 prize offer from sponsor to attendees for all who register for event
» Sponsor will provide a prize
» Minimum of eight (8) social posts promoting prize
and to sign-up for the free conference
» Minimum of four (4) eblasts with major promotion of the prize item
» Presentation of winner during the final break of the virtual conference by sponsor
Option 3 – VIRTUAL GAME (max 1)
• Host a game throughout the event to encourage attendee engagement
• Will be promoted in the agenda and through social platforms
• Sponsor to offer a prize for each game break session
• One (1) rotating box advertisement on the CBIC website for three (3) months
Option 4 – FUNDRAISER/SOCIAL EVENT (max 1)
• Instead of a registration fee encourage attendees to donate $X amount to charity
chosen by sponsor that will then match the final number
• Ex. Attendees must complete said task and then post on social with specific
hashtags and tag/challenge 3 friends to complete
• Promotion through CBIC social media platforms
• One (1) rotating box ad for a minimum of two (2) months
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HOT IRON

Sponsor (Max 4)
Cost: $3,000 +GST
•
•
•

•
•

Featured in promotions and give-away via social media
Promotion of your organization to accompany one (1)
eblast throughout the event
Sponsor to create a short recording promoting their
business product (30 seconds – 2 minutes) that will be
played during the live virtual event
Minimum of two (2) mentions during live virtual event
Rotating box ad on the CBIC website for a minimum of 1
(one) month

ATTENDEE FEEDBACK
from the 2020 Virtual Conference

HEAR WHAT OTHERS HAVE TO SAY ABOUT CBIC

“I never would have believed I could have
attended a virtual conference over 3 days and
enjoyed it as much as I did. Thanks for the hard
work!”
“Overall an amazing virtual experience that
completely exceeded expectations. Wish I had
focused time on the whole conference. Excellent
work CBIC!!!"
I was able to share the virtual conference with
my colleagues that work in agriculture but
not necessarily in the beef sector. I think they
gained a lot of knowledge from it and a better
understanding of the risks/opportunities for
the beef sector and they likely wouldn't have
attended in person. It was also shared with 4-H
members, but I'm not sure how many registered
and attended – such a great opportunity for
tomorrow's leaders. I think the virtual platform
was able to open the conference up to a wider
audience. I also heard from producers that they
were able to attend while being at home during a
busy time on the farm haying, so they would have
missed out otherwise."

“I'm not sure how it could've been better. It was
extremely well-run, with an engaging MC, great
facilitators for the panels. I thought it was good
to have recordings of the presenters and then a
live question period. I also appreciated the use of
the app/conference platform and how quickly the
recordings were posted.”
“This was one of the best virtual conferences I have
seen, very engaging – loved live content!”
“An overall optimistic perspective and future for
Canada's beef industry; that partnerships are
critical to advancing that future and that they can be
effectively created and maintained across all parts of
the supply chain.”
"By far the very best virtual event experience we
have attended! Kept us engaged and interested the
entire time. Thank you!"

Contact us to be a 2021 conference sponsor
email aminchau@canadianbeefindustryconference.com
phone 587.999.7417
web
www.canadianbeefindustryconference.com
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2020 VIRTUAL CONFERENCE

Met or exceeded

92%

1627

of
attendees are the
decision makers of
their operation

of participant
expectations

total registrants

60%

ATTENDANCE
BY PROVINCE

REGISTRATION TYPES
26.4%
44.5%
0.4%

Other 125
1
112

1.7%
678

104
216

British Columbia 7%
Alberta 42%
Saskatchewan 13.5%
Manitoba 6.5%
Ontario 16.5%
Other 8%

264

33

0

27

1% PEI, Nova Scotia
2% Quebec/New Brunswick
0% Newfoundland,
Northwest Territories

ATTENDANCE BY COUNTRY

98% from
Canada (1597)

2% from
Other (37)

6.8% from
USA (111)
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1.8%
10.6%
14.7%

15
22
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Industry (421)
Producers (711)
Young Cattlemen's
Council (6)
Cattlemen's Young
Leaders (27)
Sponsor
Government (170)
Other (235)

Producers were represented by:
• 85% Cow-calf producers
• 8.5% feedlot producers
• 6.5% by other

52.5% of the
conference
attendees were
between the
age of 25-44.

Age

Count

Under 18

2

Percentage

19 - 24

117

7.3%

25 - 34

436

27.3%

35 - 44

402

25.2%

45 - 54

306

19.2%

55 - 64

250

15.7%

65+

84

5.3%

0.1%
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2019 IN CALGARY, ALBERTA

Over

675

70

different
organizations
chose to support
the conference as
Partners or sponsors

members
of the beef supply
chain came together
at CBIC 2019

ATTENDANCE
BY PROVINCE

26%

Over

60%

of
attendees first hear
of the conference
through social media
(2018 survey results)

of
attendees are the
decision makers of
their operation

REGISTRATION TYPES
27%

Producer (150)

39%

Industry (217)

1.5%

Young Cattlemen's
Council (9)

20
491

22
42

British Columbia 3%
Alberta 77%
Saskatchewan 7%
Manitoba 3%
Ontario 9%

55

0

0

4% from
USA (25)
7

Government (22)

6%

Cattlemen's Young
Leaders (35)

1
5

1% PEI
1% Nova Scotia
0% Quebec/New
Brunswick, Newfoundland

ATTENDANCE BY COUNTRY

93% from
Canada (654)

4%

1% from
Australia (6)

2% from
Other (12)

TWITTER @CDNBEEFCONF

22.5%

Sponsor (126)

Producers were represented by:
• 70% Cow-calf producers
• 18% feedlot owners
• 12% by other

43% of the
conference
attendees were
between the
age
of 25-44.

Age

Count

19 - 24

5

Percentage
6%

25 - 34

20

23%

35 - 44

18

21%

45 - 54

16

18%

55 - 64

20

23%

65 and
over

8

9%
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2018 IN LONDON, ONTARIO

Overall event
experience for
CBIC 2018 was
rated positively
by 98.91% of
survey respondents

70

different
organizations
chose to support
the conference as
Partners or sponsors

ATTENDANCE
BY PROVINCE

The first year moving
the conference out
East saw over

10

Over
hours of programming
were designated on
the trade show floor

500

attendees

REGISTRATION TYPES
26.83% Producer (150)
38.82% Industry (217)
1.61%

Young Cattlemen's
Council (9)

5
243

18
49

13

188

British Columbia 0.95%
Alberta 46.11%
Saskatchewan 9.30%
Manitoba 3.42%
Ontario 35.67%
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6.26%

Cattlemen's Young
Leaders (35)
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2.47% Quebec
0.38% PEI
1.14% Nova Scotia
0.57% New Brunswick

1.3% from
Other (7)

2.90% from
USA (16)
8

Government (22)
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ATTENDANCE BY COUNTRY

95.83% from
Canada
(528)

3.94%

TWITTER @CDNBEEFCONF

22.54% Sponsor (126)
Producers were represented by:
• 80% Cow-calf producers
• 15% feedlot owners
• 5% by other

32% of the
conference
attendees were
between the
age
of 19-35

Age

Percentage

19 - 24

13.04%

25 - 34

19.57%

35 - 44

25.00%

45 - 54

19.57%

55 - 64

15.22%

65 and over

5.43%

Under 18

2.17%
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